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 Padres on Mount Olympus:
 Los Angeles and the

 Production of the 1932

 Olympic Mega-Event

 Sean Dinces

 Department of History

 The University of California at San Diego

 A Unheralded Success

 In the summer of 1 932 Evelyn Hall Adams and other members of the American

 female track team made their way by train from Chicago to the Games of the Tenth
 Olympiad in Los Angeles. Adams later recalled that, despite the excitement of the im-
 pending competition, larger issues consumed her and her fellow athletes. "In 1932, we
 were in the throes of the Depression. . . . No one can fully realize how hard those times
 were and how they affected the athletes. I had five dollars in my purse and that was a real
 sacrifice."1 The dwindling economy spelled doom for an Olympics on the West Coast of
 the United States. Those awaiting the 1932 games wondered how nations would fund
 their teams' travel and participation expenses and how Los Angeles would handle the
 impending financial strain and infrastructural demands. The New York Times , only two
 months before the opening ceremonies, reported that, due to the American Olympic
 Committees insufficient funding, "full American participation" seemed "quite unlikely."2
 To make matters worse, the Olympic movement was struggling to maintain international
 legitimacy. Four years earlier in Amsterdam, the games had proved mediocre at best.
 Attendance was less than spectacular, as was coverage of the event in many nations outside
 of Holland. The upcoming Los Angeles games seemed primed for disaster.3
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 The disaster, however, never came, and as explained by Time magazine, those expecting
 the Depression to dim the Olympic torch "were vastly disappointed."4 Dubbed by the Los
 Angeles Times as the "greatest in all history," the 1932 Olympic games quieted skeptics, not
 only by drawing more than 105,000 spectators (over 75,000 more than Amsterdam in
 1928), but also by turning a profit for the host city for the first time ever.5 Despite the
 drastic turnaround, scholarly interest in the Los Angeles games has been largely overshad-
 owed by the 1936 Berlin Olympics, in which Hitler and the National Socialists trans-
 formed them into a nationalistic display of "mass pageantry" and Fascist propaganda.6
 Understandably, the events of the Berlin games sparked - and continue to spark - a tor-
 rent of monographs, articles, and other literature dealing with the "Nazi Olympics."7
 While these works facilitate a better understanding of the social and political significance
 of the Fascist annexation of the Olympic movement, they also reflect an undue consider-
 ation of the Berlin games as the holy grail of the movements development into a legitimate

 global spectacle and enterprise - what sociologist Maurice Roche has termed the Olympic
 « ^ "8 0
 mega-event. ^ "8 0

 Much of the relatively limited amount of scholarship dealing with the 1 932 games has
 contextualized the events significance in national terms - for good reason. Mark Dyreson,
 in his work on the 1932 games and American culture, argues convincingly that the first
 Los Angeles Olympics "provided a crucible in which to cast a world-beating citizenry [out
 of] the American republic."9 In many ways, the games proved an American project, and
 their significance must be understood - at least partially - in the context of national cul-
 ture and identity during the early 1930s. Historian David Welky, through a detailed
 analysis of American newspapers, has shown how the 1932 games proved but one compo-
 nent of a larger movement by conservative American elites that aimed at imposing "tradi-
 tional cultural values" upon society as a whole.10 What these accounts fail to highlight,
 however, is the degree to which the site of Los Angeles - and more generally of Southern
 California - provided those charged with promoting the games with a level of rhetorical
 power that far outstripped any previous Olympic promotional campaign. The one excep-
 tion to this trend within the existing scholarship is the work of environmental design
 scholar Jeremy White. White provides ample evidence to suggest that not only were the
 1932 games a thoroughly commercial venture but that they also embodied a style of urban
 boosterism that he aptly dubs the "Los Angeles way of doing things."1 1 Although he does
 a superb job of revealing how the games constituted a tourist attraction first and an athletic
 event second for Los Angeles' elites, White s focus on the Olympic Village leads to a rela-
 tively narrow understanding of the rhetorical project pursued by the promoters. While
 the Village was one of the most defining aspects of the promotion of the Los Angeles
 games, boosters' efforts were often more wide ranging and subde than might be inferred
 from White s analysis. To gain both a more comprehensive and more nuanced awareness
 of the first Los Angeles Olympics and the strategies of those who staged them, it is neces-
 sary to consider in more detail how Southern California provided a uniquely persuasive
 rhetorical stage for the event. This involves moving beyond the confines of the Olympic
 Village, in addition to paying closer attention to the diversity of promotional efforts lead-
 ing up to and during the games.
 The organization, promotion, and execution of the 1932 Olympic games by Los

 Angeles' commercial elite, which depended heavily upon regionally specific notions of
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 space and history, played a critical role in transforming the modern Olympic games from
 a sideshow into an internationally recognized site of cultural production.12 The ingenuity
 and preexisting promotional strategies of Los Angeles' boosters allowed them to plan and
 present the event in a way that no other city could have in 1932. The games of 1932 not
 only marked a prelude to those that took place four years later but also established a
 general template for success in staging an ideologically and commercially successful Olym-
 pics. The locality and timing of the Games of the Xth Olympiad - much like that of the
 Berlin games - had everything to do with its success. The effectiveness of the boosters'
 rhetoric emerged from its focus on the uniqueness of Los Angeles and generated wide-
 spread appeal based on its ambiguous relationship to and flexible usage of the notions of
 modernity and localism - both of which Roche identifies as critical to the staging of a
 mega-event.13 Well before the 1932 Olympics, promoters of Los Angeles highlighted
 what they described as the progress of Anglo-American modernization above and beyond
 the regions Mexican, Spanish, and Native American history. They also portrayed South-
 ern California as a place that was undoubtedly American but at the same time unlike
 anywhere else the nation could offer - what historian and activist Carey McWilliams has
 described as an "island on the land."14

 Roche s approach to the analysis of mega-events and their relationship to the concepts
 identified above depends upon a multi-perspective analysis that considers both temporal
 and ideological contexts. Within his framework, the temporal breakdown of such an
 event is simple - it consists of the planning and organization leading up to the event, the
 actual execution and presentation of the event as well as the long-term impact (and semi-
 nal causes) of the event.15 A focused study of the first two of these temporal categories
 reveals that, in planning and executing the games, boosters skillfully recycled and rein-
 vented aspects of Southern Californias "fantasy past," facilitated certain historical erasures,

 and highlighted the role of the games as an antidote for the hardships of the Depression.16
 This involved the production of a barrage of pamphlets and other promotional literature
 that perpetuated notions of the event as a modern spectacle with historically romantic
 appeal, a global spectacle dependent upon local organization and resources, and an un-
 precedented chapter in Olympic history. The actual staging and presentation of the event
 included the dramatization of the Olympic Village, the glamorization of the games in
 relation to Hollywood, and the portrayal of the host city as a haven of multiculturalism.
 Official reports and print media coverage reveal how these endeavors created a remarkably
 durable façade of interethnic and international harmony in Southern California in con-
 junction with the games and reinforced the notion of Los Angeles as an unparalleled host
 city.

 Planning and Promoting the 1932 Olympic Games:

 Fantasy, Erasure, and Opportunism

 In 1920 William May Garland, a Los Angeles attorney and real estate mogul, at-
 tended the Olympic games at Antwerp. It was there that Garland, future president of both
 the California Olympiad Commission and Organizing Committee of the Games of the
 Xth Olympiad, first sowed the seeds of bringing the games to Los Angeles for 1932.
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 Granted an audience in front of the International Olympic Committee during his visit,
 Garland "made special mention of the charms of California and Los Angeles; that [the]
 State was sometimes called the 'Italy of America' . . . and that every country in the world
 had had a share in the development of [this] beautiful metropolis."17 According to histo-
 rian Barbara Keys, Garland and other members of the Los Angeles elite who wanted to
 land the games for Southern California "were less interested in sport than in what they
 presciendy recognized as an advertising' opportunity, a means to raise the profile both at
 home and abroad of America's fastest growing city."18 In the years and months leading up
 to 1932, they coordinated a massive promotional campaign relying heavily upon descrip-
 tions of the regions "fantasy past" and the portrayal of the event as an antidote for the
 Depression. Promotional literature and photographic material reveal how these compo-
 nents of the planning phase - which often went to great lengths to obscure the less friendly

 side of Southern California - generated an appeal for the 1932 games based on the por-
 trayal of Los Angeles as an unmatched host city.

 McWilliams explains that Garland and his fellow boosters - local professionals, busi-
 nessmen, politicians, and intellectuals - were part of the fraternity of West Coast elites
 who, at the close of the nineteenth century, "began to organize Southern California as one
 of the greatest promotions the world has ever known."19 This booster network demands
 close attention because, according to Roche, "urban mega-events are typically conceived
 and produced by powerful elite groups with little democratic input to the policy-making
 process by local citizens."20

 In ratcheting up promotional efforts for the games, promoters unleashed a flood of
 pamphlets, many of which played specifically on the mission myth and "Spanish fantasy
 past" - a trademark of Southern California's image since the nineteenth century. A pam-
 phlet entided "Shells 3-Flag Tour" - a pitch for using Shell gasoline on the way to and
 from the games in Los Angeles, as well as for using the games as an opportunity to take a
 road trip spanning Mexico, the U.S., and Canada - assured readers that by driving to the
 games, they would retrace the "footsteps of the padres." The pamphlets juxtaposition of
 the impending games with the "charming" and "venerable" aspects of California's "twenty-
 one mouldering [sic] missions" creates an indirect, yet ironic form of deception when
 viewed through the lens of such critics as McWilliams.21

 McWilliams asserts that the "heroic view of the padres and their efforts at conversion
 divorced them from any causal relationship with the genocide of California Indians."22
 Moreover, private advertisers like Shell were not the only ones to exploit the fantasy past
 theme. A promotional map issued for the games by the Los Angeles Chamber of Com-
 merce asserted that "the romance and glamour attached to the early history of California is

 retained in the crumbling ruins and interesting old landmarks scattered" throughout Los
 Angeles.23 Boosters had few qualms about wedding the supposedly peace-ridden Olym-
 pics to invented histories steeped in forgetting past injustices. Part of the boosters' ingenu-
 ity - however distasteful - came from their ability to co-opt the games within preexisting
 models of promoting Southern California's fantasy past. In this context, they defined the
 impending international competition on a local basis that appeared historically and geo-
 graphically unique.
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 The skyline at the Long Beach Marine Stadium, 1932. Courtesy of Security Pacific: Photo Collection,
 Los Angeles Public Library, Los Angeles, California.

 Boosters, in promoting the Olympics via the mission myth, also revealed their projects
 usefiil ambiguity with respect to the notion of modernity. The Olympics - a symbol of
 athletic and cultural achievement as well as an exhibition of capitalist potential - became
 linked to idealized notions of Southern Californias past that celebrated peoples and cul-
 tures that by 1932 had long been marginalized politically, economically, and religiously by
 American Anglos.24 This dialectic dominates the Shell pamphlet, as the automobile and
 road trip - symbols of the technological sophistication and spatial freedom of the twenti-
 eth-century - appear superimposed upon an intensely romantic fantasy past during which
 padres and explorers traversed dirt trails along Southern Californias coasdine. Photo-
 graphs from event venues in Los Angeles reinforce the spatial aspect of this modern/non-
 modern duality. In pictures of the Long Beach Marine Stadium, the site of the rowing
 events in 1932, the skyline appears as a veritable forest of oil derricks rising out of the
 "pastoral" California landscape. Their overwhelming presence suggests notions of techno-
 rationalism and capitalism highlighted by Roche as characteristic of the modern aspect of
 mega-events.25 At the same time, they occupy a landscape promoted as an idyllic and
 sparsely populated Spanish paradise - a conceived environment far removed from clouds
 of automobile exhaust. Promotional literature for the 1932 games depended upon blur-
 ring the incongruities between the mission myth and Los Angeles' rapid urbanization. It
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 generated a peaceful and harmonious temporal continuum between Southern Californias
 fantasy past and the promise of the Olympic games in solidifying Los Angeles' evolving
 present and future. *

 One of the best illustrations of this continuum emerges from a pamphlet entitled "See
 All of the Fiesta State," published by the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce - a group of
 Los Angeles business elites closely tied to, and sometimes overlapping with, the Organiz-
 ing Committee presided over by Garland.26 The selection of the term "fiesta" suggests a
 celebration of something Spanish and brings to mind Anglo appropriation of the fiesta
 concept through the La Fiesta Parades organized in Southern California around the turn
 of the century. Historian Bill Deverell asserts that during the celebrations, "as legions of
 military escorts suggested, ethnic flavor and indulgence in non-Anglo Saxon behavior
 could easily be controlled. Flags were everywhere, observers remarked, as if to insist that
 the events ethnic or non-American background was simple play."27

 This sense of control emanated not only from the use of the term "fiesta" but also

 from the juxtaposition of the pamphlets image - an illustration of a sombrero-wearing
 guitar player serenading a woman in Spanish-style dress - with the phrase: "A unified
 expression of optimism and prosperity arranged and co-ordinated [sic] by the California
 State Chamber of Commerce and the California Newspaper Publishers Association."28
 The interplay between the visual and textual components not only reinforced the blend-
 ing of the modern and pre-modern within boosters' promotional efforts, it also pointed to
 the promoters' self-valuation relative to the fantasy past. In the context of Deverell's cri-
 tique of the Fiesta Parades, the "simple play" aspect of the non-American parts of the
 pamphlet offers a critique in which the host city considered itself to occupy a "significantly
 more powerful role" than guest nations or, in this case, the Spanish who remained so
 essential to boosters' efforts to paint Los Angeles and the 1932 Olympics as a haven for
 potential tourists.29 One advertisement from the Texaco Gasoline Company echoed this
 notion of modern Anglo-American supremacy, encouraging Olympic tourists to visit the
 "great Western Empire."30

 By carefully limiting their use of the Spanish fantasy past to overtly romantic and pre-

 modern portrayals, promoters not only suggested that Los Angeles' role in the Olympic
 movement represented contemporary ideals of progress but also that it coincided with
 something different from - and essentially superior to - the pre-modern and non-white
 aspect of Southern California's past. Whether conveyed in the Shell pamphlet's descrip-
 tion of "cloistered tranquility" of the California missions' "crumbling walls," or the car-
 toon-like containment of Spanish and Mexican culture by the Chamber of Commerce,
 the message remained that Los Angeles' non-Anglo heritage was best seen in its compara-
 tive testament to WASP progress since the turn of the century.31 In the eyes of the games'
 promoters, participants in the Los Angeles Olympics - both athletes and spectators -
 would help to assert the superiority of modern Southern California and of the modern
 nation at large.32

 Not only did the term "Olympics" appear solely in the title of some of the promo-
 tional materials, some of them contained neither images of athletes nor the event venues.
 In the promotional context of the Los Angeles games, boosters sometimes focused exclu-
 sively on Southern California's historical allure and thus on the "particularity of place" that
 Roche sees as so critical to many mega-events.33 Another Chamber of Commerce pam-
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 phlet promoting an "Olympic Games Boys Tour" managed a visual reference to an ath-
 letic endeavor with an illustration of a hurdler on the cover, but the text inside appears
 divorced from the significance of the games as a sporting event. Summarily describing the

 games as the "greatest athletic event ever held in America," the pamphlet proceeded to
 tempt young males to enter a contest for a trip to the Olympics by touting a visit to a
 movie studio in Hollywood, a tour of the "orange country," and an exclusive "inspection
 trip" to see the Pacific Fleet. Notably, the arm of the Chamber of Commerce in charge of
 orchestrating the Boys Tour preferred to tout the romantic California fantasy past rather
 than the obvious attraction of young male and female athletes. Rather than offering biog-
 raphies of and potential meetings with competitors, the piece shows a picture of "Charlie
 Natchez, famous Apache Scout."34 Ultimately, the draw of Olympic sport played second
 fiddle to the advertising power contained in booster rhetoric surrounding the juxtaposi-
 tion of idyllic missions and modern highways.

 One can explain partially the disjunction within the promotional literature between
 references to the games themselves and the tourist attractions of Southern California by
 the direct relationship between the entertainment opportunities offered by Los Angeles
 and the appeal of traveling to the 1932 Olympic games. However, this does not account
 adequately for what appears to be a surprisingly superficial treatment of the games in
 many of the pamphlets, inserts, and other advertisements urging Americans from around
 the country to make the trip. One could easily miss the relatively small print reading
 "Tenth Olympiad-Los Angeles 1932" at the bottom of a poster created by the Interna-
 tional Federation for Housing and Town Planning. The poster conveys greetings from
 Californias governor as well as its "counties, cities, legislatures, consular representatives
 and civic bodies in extending ... a cordial invitation to meet at Los Angeles."35 The
 illustrated background does show an element of physical culture - a few pioneer cowboys
 accompanying a wagon train west - but the diminutive print at the bottom is the sole
 reference to the impending games.

 In prioritizing the promotion of place over the athletic components of the Olympics,
 organizers in Los Angeles realized that the site of a sporting event was more important
 than athletic components for its success as a spectacle. As illustrated by sports geographer
 John Bale, the spatial particularity of a sporting venue can serve as the primary factor in
 spectators' decision to attend and to spend considerable time and money in doing so.36 In
 this way, Los Angeles' promoters carefully refocused the rhetoric of the impending Olym-
 pic games in a way that pushed the athletic ideology of Pierre de Coubertin and his follow-
 ers into the background. While Southern Californias boosters did pay heed to the histori-
 cal and athletic significance of the games in much of their published literature, they correcdy
 anticipated the promotional precedence of regional specificity in transforming the mod-
 ern Olympic movement into what historians can now retrospectively refer to as a "mega-
 event."37

 The promotional ambiguities fostered by the boosters, while often dominated by
 regional themes such as the mission myth, also emerged from rhetorical links between
 staging the modern games in Los Angeles and the ancient Olympic movement. Boosters
 contrived geographical and climatic comparisons between Los Angeles and ancient Greece -
 what sociologist Richard Gruneau refers to as "positive classicism" - in order to bolster the
 appeal and legitimacy of Los Angeles as a host city.38 Robert Sproul, the president of the
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 University of California, captured this promotional theme in his speech during the open-
 ing ceremonies. In comparing the physical environment of Los Angeles to that of Greece,
 he explained that "with the changes of season our hill [s] and valley [s] mark the death and
 re-birth of vegetation as they do in Greece."39 Sproul was certainly not alone in making
 such a comparison. Time magazine agreed, not only pointing to similarities of the "bril-
 liant skies," "bright landscapes," and "blue waves" of Greece and California but also by
 calling attention to the "Spartan pride in physical perfection" and "Athenian confidence in
 their own Golden Age" exhibited by Californians.40

 The likening of the Pacific Ocean to the Aegean Sea fits nicely into what McWilliams
 describes as the "invention" of the "miraculous qualities of the [Southern California] cli-
 mate," much of which revolved around a comparison with that of the Mediterranean.41
 Furthermore, boosters did so despite the fact that the "Mediterranean paradise" analogy
 became seriously threatened as early as the 1920s due to the regions exponential rate of
 urban expansion.42 The specter of the Olympics allowed boosters such as Sproul to bypass
 this threat effectively, invoking the Mediterranean reference without fear of creating ideo-

 logical friction with the areas increasing urbanity. The reference to the ancient games
 allowed for an obvious and seemingly appropriate comparison of Los Angeles in the 1930s
 with Mediterranean localities that hosted pre-modern games. Such a comparison sent a
 clear message that Southern California offered an ideal locale for staging an Olympic
 event - perhaps even more ideal than ancient Greece, as Sproul went so far as to point out
 that "our valleys sink deeper . . . and our mountains rise higher . . . than those of Greece."43

 As highlighted by White, the place of the Los Angeles Olympics within the larger
 booster project in Southern California indicates that the festival maintained serious, if
 unofficial, ties to the commercial interests of the city's business elites - the games offered
 the potential to draw an unprecedented number of tourists within a remarkably short span
 of time.44 Despite the transparency of this connection - apparent from images like that of
 an Standard Oil advertisement (facing page) - the Organizing Committee went to great
 lengths in its Official Report to reassure readers that the event distanced itself entirely from

 any semblance of commercialism.45 The report reiterates the claim that "not a single note
 of commercialism was allowed to permeate the consummation of this task," asserting that
 "protective control" over concessions helped keep the "organization of the Games on a
 true Olympic basis devoid of professional activities and commercialism." It reassured
 readers that the Organizing Committee "endeavored at all times to keep the element of
 commercialism out of the Games."46

 Outside the confines of the Official Report , the citys commercial elite sometimes
 made little effort to conceal its priorities, as was the case when Harry Harper, the president

 of the Citizens' Olympic Committee, described the games as "a most necessary contribu-
 tion to aid a revival of business conditions here."47 The Los Angeles Times reported that
 Garland "did express the opinion that the advertising feature would be worth $ 1 0,000,000
 to this city and vicinity."48 While it's difficult to imagine that the assurances of the Official
 Report convinced most Angelinos that their city had staged such a massive event purely in
 the name of civic altruism and the Olympic spirit, it remains important for historians of
 the 1932 Olympics to place the rhetoric of anti-commercialism of the Organizing Com-
 mittee within the context of a more general project of manipulating ideas about the city's
 past and present.
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 A commercial-fřee Olympics? Courtesy of the University of Southern California,
 ON BEHALF OF THE USC SPECIALIZED LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS.

 Boosters' attempts to cloak commercial aspirations bolstered the larger project of di-
 verting attention from the American Depression. The American press touted the games as
 a "Depression-buster," and the games certainly offered a rare opportunity for certain con-
 tingents of the public to forget temporarily their hardships by partaking in such an event.49

 Roche explains the general function of a mega-event in this context, noting that "for the
 masses of spectators who attend [mega-events], they can be understood to represent . . .
 the bringing of an order to an otherwise disorderly world."50 The June 1932 issue of
 Literary Digest confirmed that the public viewed the games very much in this context,
 explaining the 1932 Olympics would offer "a good-sized contribution from sportdom to
 the cause of normalcy."51 In portraying the event as a means of combating the Depres-
 sion, boosters recognized its representational and functional potential for aiding the
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 economic revival of Los Angeles. They took advantage of an otherwise desperate situation
 to magnify the role of the 1932 games not only as a seminal moment in the history of the
 modern Olympics but also as a turning point in the economic history of Los Angeles and
 the United States.

 Highlighting the link between the games and the Depression allowed organizers to
 describe tourism at the event not only as a privilege but also as what William May Garland
 referred to as a "sacred duty" that went toward the cause of rehabilitating the economy and

 enhancing of the image of Southern California and the U.S. at large.52 The headline in
 the Organizing Committees first issue of Olympic , "Eager to do its Share," demonstrated
 Californias willingness to accept the enormous challenge of hosting the Olympics and
 reminded its citizens - as well as Americans in general - that "our opportunity is great, let
 us make the most of it."53 Thus, even if the games were an elitist commercial venture at
 heart, organizers assured skeptics that the venture had the best interests of average Angelinos
 in mind. And even if the games depended upon the particularity of place offered by Los
 Angeles, their benefit could be contextualized on a national level.54 The occasional dis-
 tance placed between the Olympics and Los Angeles business by organizers' rhetoric, as
 well as the "Depression-buster" label, corresponded to the central role of the games in
 bringing legitimacy to the host city and its leaders, not entirely unlike the function of the
 Olympics in 1936.55

 The 1932 Games as Theatre:

 Hollywood, the Village, and the So-called Melting Pot

 When American javelin thrower Malcolm Metcalf arrived at the Olympic Village in
 Baldwin Hills - the first Olympic Village in the history of the games - he discovered that
 his luggage had been lost. Fortunately for him, his stint at the Village- hailed by the press
 as "the talk of several continents because of its model management, almost unbelievable
 efficiency of operation and general charm" - quickly took a turn for the better when he
 bumped into Hollywood movie star Will Rogers.56 Rogers, upon learning of Metcalf s
 problem, walked to the administration building and "straightened it out" for him.57 Where
 else but in Los Angeles could an Olympic athlete receive such service from a world famous
 movie star? In cleverly manipulating the rhetoric surrounding the Olympic Village, the
 presence of big-name stars like Will Rogers, and the ethnic diversity in Los Angeles, boost-
 ers aggressively reinforced the primary theme of their promotional literature - that no-
 where other than in Los Angeles could such an event be staged so successfully.

 Jeremy White confirms the Olympic Villages dramatic function in asserting that it
 "was above all a tourist attraction."58 This function emerged in part from the Villages
 various references to the Spanish fantasy past, of which the most obvious took the form of

 mission-style architecture. Originally, the Los Angeles Organizing Committee floated
 ideas to construct the small cottage-size houses at the Village according to an "aesthetic
 [Spanish] regionalism" that White regards as a "messy concoction of race, nationality, and
 geography."59 Though organizers scrapped this plan in favor of cheaper "undecorated
 boxes," they held on to the mission look for the administration building, which not only
 stood as the largest structure in the Village but also served as a nerve-center in which
 athletes mingled with one another, the press, and visitors.60
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 Proposed styling for Olympic Village quarters.
 Courtesy of Security Pacific Photo Collection,
 Los Angeles Public Library.

 Administration building at the Olympic Village.
 Courtesy of Delmar Watson Photography

 Archive.

 The administration building stood as the lone, token vestige of Spanish history among
 modernized rows of pre-fabricated cottages. The physical presence of the administration
 building remained nearly as contained as the fantasy past it represented. The two flags -
 one U.S. and one Olympic - flown above it underscored this containment and its am-
 biguous relationship to the theme of modernity. The preeminent position of the flags
 added to the more modern, less Spanish surroundings and provided a subtly symbolic
 suggestion of the superiority of the modern present over a pre-modern Spanish past. Dif-
 ferent from the illustrations in the pamphlets, the Village offered a tangible appropriation
 of the fantasy past by an Olympic venue. However, the rhetorical message remained the
 same - the idyllic mission myth suggested the distinctiveness of the Southern California
 setting and at the same time amplified the events modern overtones by providing the
 fantasy past as a comparative backdrop.

 The presence of rodeo cowboys employed to "patrol" the confines of the Village -
 they actually served more as entertainers than security guards - embodied the regions
 invented history in a different way.61 The cowboys stood as animate, interactive reminders

 of their respective fantasy past, while the Spanish styling of the administration building
 remained entirely passive - no photographs or written accounts cited herein indicate the
 presence of any Spanish or Mexican actors posing as padres or rancheros . This says some-
 thing about the type of bodies that the organizers preferred for symbolizing the regions
 history within the confines of the Village.62 For the boosters who organized the Village, it

 was all right to include celebrations of the region s fantasy past, as long as the non-Anglo -
 and hence non-modern - elements remained enclosed in inert and romanticized refer-
 ences.

 Boosters description of the international, interracial, and interclass character of the
 Village, considered in the context of Los Angeles' social history, suggests tensions between
 the themes conveyed dramatically by Olympic spaces and the city s identity as an urban
 hotbed of discrimination. Described in the Official Report as a "miniature world set up by
 itself, rigidly protected from the world outside," the planners of the games advertised the
 secluded tract of land in Baldwin Hills as an insulated space where Olympic international-
 ism could thrive.63 While the Village excluded female athletes, male athletes of all
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 nationalities, races, and ethnicities had access and permission to stay there. The tangible
 mixing of demographics at the Village allowed boosters and the press to drive home the
 rhetoric of the games as a place where differences disappeared because all the competitors
 resembled one another in having "teeth, eyes, ears, arms, legs, hearts, lungs and the requi-
 sites of normal human beings."64 The reflections of Olympic athletes corroborated the
 press and promotional accounts. Charles H. McCallister, a member of the American
 water polo team, recalled that the Village "was carefully built and the accommodations
 were very good . . . and the camaraderie was terrific. People of the various countries,
 although they could say only 'hello,' were all friends."65

 The fairytale image of the Village evaporates when juxtaposed against concurrent
 attempts by minorities to find housing in Los Angeles. Since the First World War, restric-
 tive covenants insulated Los Angeles' upper- and middle-class white residents from Afri-
 can Americans and other minorities - "every foray by Black homebuyers into an outside
 residential area was met by the immediate wealth of white homeowners."66 Boosters did
 not concern themselves, before or after the games, with bringing this sort of equality to the

 city as a whole. Even so, it seems difficult to label the Village as outright "deceitful" - or
 even "misleading" - as it did fulfill its role as a "meeting ground for male athletes from
 around the world."67 Los Angeles Times columnist Irving Eckhoff was quick to point out
 that the Village - and the games as a whole - erased normal social tensions, as "bricklayers
 beat lawyers, taxi drivers trounced doctors, and chain-store grocery clerks vied for Olym-
 pic championships."68 As echoed in Eckhoff s editorial and water poloist McCallister s
 testimonial, athletes and the press perceived the space just as the organizers had intended-
 a forum predicated on horizontal equality where national differences served as reason for
 celebration rather than tension. The Village stood as a full-fledged theatrical production
 and effectively obscured the frictional nature of the city's multiethnic makeup.

 The Coliseum scoreboard
 welcomes visitors the
 world over. Courtesy of
 Delmar Watson Photog-

 raphy Archive.
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 Jeremy White has already pointed out that while the peaceful multiculturalism of the

 Village probably constituted one of the only legitimate spaces of interethnic harmony in
 1930s Los Angeles, the Organizing Committee had no qualms about projecting its aura
 upon the city as a whole. In Olympic , the committee noted that "much of the total popu-
 lation [of Los Angeles] is made up of people from all nations. This fact has contributed to
 the great interest in the coming celebrations of the Games."69 In this particular case,
 diversity normally perceived by the citys elite as a hindrance received a positive spin so that

 the games could gel easily with the advertised image of the region. Not surprisingly, the
 committee also invoked Californias multicultural history as justification for Los Angeles'

 selection as host, making sure to highlight that the "history of California is linked so
 inseparably with that of so many nations" that the choice proved only "fitting and proper. "70
 Nevertheless, the line taken by the committee in Olympic did not necessarily represent a

 consensus amongst the promoters of the games. The Official Report agreed that the Village
 satisfied its function as an enclave of peace and goodwill, but in averring that it consisted
 of a "miniature world . . . rigidly protected from the world outside," it revealed less confi-

 dence in the characterization of greater Los Angeles as a multiracial Eden.71 Not surpris-
 ingly, none of the promotional material acknowledged the city's poor race relations. How-
 ever, the promoters' inability to devise a streamlined rhetoric around the cosmopolitan
 implications of the games suggests that the projection of the Village's aura upon the whole
 of Southern California proved problematic even for those who invented it.

 The Organizing Committee also cited the excitement of having foreign-born celebri-
 ties visit their countrymen at the games. Japanese actor and occasional Hollywood resi-
 dent Sessue Hayakawa was quoted as saying, "I wish to convey greetings to the athletes of
 Japan who will participate in these sports. ... I wish you good luck as a fellow country-
 man."72 That the blurb comes from a well-known Japanese Angelino implies that the city

 already enjoyed a sense of peaceful diversity prior to the games. The organizers of the
 games invited foreign athletes to take in their city - enjoy the sights and frequent the local
 establishments - at the same time that, as historians such as Mike Davis and Norman

 Klein explain, they authored plans to marginalize the permanent populations of many of
 those athletes' countrymen.73 The local press reinforced the welcome offered to Japanese
 athletes by Los Angeles' Japanese Americans, citing various "Japanese events . . . staged in
 their honor."74 By displacing the entrenched discrimination of Los Angeles with a focus
 on the temporary egalitarianism of the Olympic environment, boosters reminded visitors
 that Los Angeles' supposed ethnic diversity made it an especially hospitable locale in which
 to play host to athletes and tourists from around the globe.

 The multicultural façade the Village provided for the games and the city did not fool
 everyone. The perceived hypocrisy of the event incited some instances of dramatic resis-
 tance against organizers' rhetorical hegemony. On the final day of the games, a group of
 five men and two women stormed onto the field at the Olympic Coliseum, with banners

 reading "Free Tom Mooney."75 The demonstration protested the alleged framing of Tom
 Mooney, a prominent West Coast socialist and labor organizer, for a bombing at the 1916
 San Francisco Parade. In flyers advertising boycotts and alternative athletic events in Chi-

 cago, the group responsible for the protest - the National Counter-Olympic Committee
 and its sponsor, the American Communist Party - pointed out that the "Olympics claim
 they discriminate against no one. This is a rank lie! The National Provisional Counter
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 Olympic Committee states that south of the Mason-Dixon line, Negro athletes are openly
 Jim-Crowed."76 The flyers also took a direct shot at the boosters, noting that "many of
 those who are organizing and supporting the Olympics are the same magnates and politi-
 cians who helped to grab Tom Mooney and are now trying to keep him there."77 The
 Mooney protest represented only a portion of the Counter-Olympic Committee s effort,
 which included the staging of the Chicago Counter-Olympics of 1932 - officially named
 the International Workers Athletic Meet - from July 28 to August 1 . Unfortunately for
 the organizers of the Counter-Olympics, the event, according to sports historian William
 Baker, was "largely ignored, then quickly forgotten."78

 Despite the failure of the Counter-Olympic Committee to garner the level of national
 attention it sought, its efforts coincide with Roche s contention that mega-events, in fos-
 tering ambiguous and hypocritical messages, "create opportunities for the development of
 . . . 'resistant' responses by members of the public."79 Other isolated instances of resis-
 tance also emerged. The Christian Century , a Chicago-based magazine, openly chastised
 the hypocrisy of the games s rhetoric of international peace during a time of impending
 war. Its tongue-in-cheek criticism suggested that "perhaps . . . the good will dispensers of
 the Los Angeles ham and eggs breakfast club can manage the peace until this latest contri-
 bution to international peace is over.'" It even poked fun at the boosters' rhetoric regard-
 ing the host citys particularity of place and the popular prediction that it would help
 American athletes triumph, explaining that "under the inspiration of the Southern Cali-
 fornia climate and the promised presence of practically the entire feminine population of
 Hollywood, the Americans are expected to clean up."80

 The efforts of resisters such as the Counter-Olympic Committee and The Christian
 Century were dismissed by boosters and their press oudets as aberrations. The Los Angeles
 Times reported that the crowd cheered as police arrested the Mooney "demonstrators"
 while the stadium band "started playing the 'Star Spangled Banner' ... in an effort to cover
 the confusion."81 The aggressive response to the protestors, especially in light of the use of
 the anthem as a diversionary tactic, speaks to another aspect of the event's conditional
 conception of cultural citizenship. Participating in the drama of the event was encouraged
 by boosters but only as long as it adhered to narrow conceptions of modernity and, in this
 particular case, nationalism. While racial groups that normally experienced marginalization
 in Los Angeles might find a fleeting haven in the Village or Coliseum, political radicals
 could not hope for the same leniency in the name of Olympism.

 Part of the promoters' success in suppressing various critics emanated from the adop-
 tion by minority press outlets of their rhetoric about the transcendence of cultural differ-

 ence by the games. In a Los Angeles Times article emblematic of the coverage of many
 foreign competitors and teams, the columnist asserts that "Californias welcome to [Japa-
 nese athletes] is the most pleasant thing about their visit here, they wish it known."82 The
 paper even noted the flattering words issued by Douglas Fairbanks to the leader of the
 Japanese Olympic delegation. Fairbanks reportedly told the representative, "I want to
 compliment you on your fine boys. I'm sure you're going to make a fine showing."83
 Sport historian Mark Dyreson reveals that the Los Angeles Times s description of this wel-
 come was overstated, pointing to coverage in both the Japan Times and New York Times
 about offense taken by Japanese athletes over several instances in which they were met with
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 the notice "Mexicans are not admitted" when they attempted to enter various establish-
 ments in Los Angeles. The coverage by the Japan Times went on to assert that worse than
 the discrimination itself was the complacence of Southern Californias Japanese popula-
 tion, and its failure to respond adequately to anti-Japanese sentiment in Los Angeles.84

 Coverage by Rafie Shimpo , the leading Japanese-American newspaper in Los Angeles,
 reflected the lack of resistance among the Japanese-American community that was the
 subject of the Japan Times s condemnation. Most of the articles dealing with the games
 discuss the various receptions, picnics, and other events attended by the athletes and re-
 peatedly stress the classiness of Japanese Americans in welcoming their countrymen. A
 rare example of critical coverage only goes so far as to request politely that the mainstream

 press discontinue its usage of the term "Jap" in reference to Japanese athletes.85 This
 critique from Raju Shimpo implicitly acknowledges the city s otherwise acceptable perfor-
 mance as the Olympic host. In addition to welcoming Japanese athletes, many articles
 went to great lengths to celebrate the success of the games in their "purpose of instilling
 international friendship."86 As pointed out by literary scholar Eriko Yamamoto, the 1 932
 Olympics "offered the chance to redefine marginality as a cosmopolitan quality that could
 coexist with white culture and contribute to American Society."87 One editorial even
 went so far as to describe the games as a racial leveler, explaining that the games "brought
 a new angle on racial problems. When [Eddie] Tolan won the sprints for the United
 States, what Southerner did not get up and cheer. When [Shoichiro] Takenaka stepped
 over two lanes [in the 5000-meter race] to let Hill and Lehtinen fight it out, the crowd that

 cheered him was not made up only of Nipponese."88
 The obvious exaggeration behind the "Southerner" comment aside, Raju Shimpds

 coverage suggests that some local minority groups embraced, in large part, Anglo booster
 rhetoric surrounding the games. That ethnic groups in Los Angeles would want to appro-
 priate the games to solidify notions of their belonging in Los Angeles does not come as a
 surprise, yet the consensus between Anglo and Japanese-American press oudets in the city
 still offers striking evidence of the local hegemony of booster ideology.89 The local nature
 of this hegemony must be stressed. Undoubtedly, minority press outlets in Los Angeles
 reflected a higher degree of cultural inclusion in the 1932 games than those in other parts
 of the United States or abroad. Not only were Japanese competitors invited to Southern
 California to compete, Japanese Angelinos were invited by boosters to prove to the world
 the multiculturalism of their city. Yamamoto explains that, not surprisingly, the location

 of the Olympics in Los Angeles - the city with the largest Japanese-American population
 in 1932 - "encouraged the surge of collective ethnic sentiments that transcended divisions
 of age, group affiliations, or strategies for acceptance."90 In this context, the interpretation
 and valuation of the 1932 games became a function of welcomed spectatorship and par-
 ticipation of minorities on a local level, but of institutional racism and discrimination on a
 national one.

 This dynamic of cultural inclusion and resistance also emerged in the coverage of the
 games by African-American media sources. David Welky s thorough survey of American
 journalistic coverage of the games confirms that the minority press "provides an interest-
 ing contrast to the mainstream papers and suggests that different groups could interpret
 the Olympics in varying ways that appealed to their own agendas."91 Welky notes that the
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 Chicago Defender "decried the 'lily-whiteism' of the Games, and noted that the only black
 employee at the vaunted Olympic Village was a shoeshiner."92 Other biting, broadly-
 aimed criticisms emerged from the pages of the Defender. A caption showing Ralph Metcalfe,
 a black member of the mens track team and the favorite to win the 100-meter dash, reads,

 "Uncle Sam, who is showing plenty of prejudice in the selection of his athletes for the
 games, is counting on this boy to bring in two first places."93 Here, the Defender reminds
 the reader of the ironic place of African Americans in the games, in which the U.S. simul-
 taneously marginalized them and depended upon them to prove American athletic su-
 premacy. As Dyreson explains, "Gold medals won by black Olympians confirmed to most
 white Americans the superiority of the American system."94 The critical attitude towards
 the games by Chicago s black press suggests that many African Americans looking at Los
 Angeles from the outside in 1932 had few illusions about the events multicultural fantasy
 present. While black athletes certainly received praise in the pages of the Defender , articles
 focused more on their individual prowess and achievements than on the humanitarian
 aspect of the games as described by Los Angeles print media.

 Similar to Rafie Shimpos divergence from the critical coverage of the Japan Times , the
 African-American press in Los Angeles deviated significantly from the approach taken by
 black journalists in Chicago. The sports sections from the California Eagle , a prominent

 Gold medal winner Eddie Tolan (second from right) with Joseph Blackburn Bass (far left), the hus-
 band of Charlotta Bass, the editor of the California Eagle. Courtesy of the Southern California
 Library for Social Studies and Research.
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 African-American paper in Los Angeles, did report on racism surrounding the games - a
 few articles decry the exclusion of two black female athletes from an American relay team

 because of what it suspected to be racial discrimination.95 The Eagle acknowledged that
 the games were not "devoid of the usual and natural difficulties and unpleasant happen-
 ings" associated with day-to-day racism. At the same time, however, it carefully avoided
 the Defenders structural critique of the games as an Anglo-centric project. The paper
 assured Los Angeles' African-American community that the "gorgon head" of "segregation
 and color prejudice" did not rear itself to the degree that local minority communities had
 originally expected, but also that the instances in which it did represented isolated inci-
 dents rather than any sort of structural discrimination.96 The paper s simultaneous recog-
 nition of racism and its deference towards the Anglo Olympic bureaucracy effectively
 separated the two, suggesting that racism at the games consisted of isolated incidents out-
 side the control of the organizers. The Eagle reveals a more specific form of this separation
 in an article regarding how Clarence Muse, an African-American entertainer who had
 been booked to perform at the Olympic Village, received notice that he could not perform
 due to the decision by a Village official (not a member of the Organizing Committee) that
 blacks should not serve as official entertainers. The story chastises the official, yet exoner-

 ates the leadership of the Los Angeles Organizing Committee by claiming that "[General
 Secretary Zack] Farmer himself had nothing to do with the slight intended for Mr. Muse"
 and describes the Organizing Committee itself as administrating "with the bright star of
 fairness, tolerance, and impartiality."97

 Such passive condemnation of racism at the games suggests that local African-Ameri-
 can news coverage, like its Japanese-American counterpart, interpreted the games more
 sympathetically than did outsiders, mostly because they had a uniquely local investment
 in the event. If they aggressively attacked the social implications of the games, Los Ange-
 les' minority groups would have lessened the perceived legitimacy of their place in the city

 and the role of minority athletes in the games. In opting not to challenge direcdy the
 booster narrative of multiculturalism and social equality surrounding the Olympics, the
 city s minority news sources had to embrace the rhetoric concerning Los Angeles' pur-
 ported interethnic harmony. Ultimately, the failure of the local minority press to highlight
 structural forms of racism in their coverage of the games points to the supremacy of booster

 rhetoric in Los Angeles and the limited elbow room for dissent and protest. In fostering
 this seemingly united front within the city, boosters appropriated the energies of groups
 normally marginalized by Los Angeles' elite in order to appeal to as diverse an audience as
 possible and further legitimate their rhetoric on the grounds that the two-week event
 marked an apex of cultural inclusion. This insight complicates the work of historians like
 Welky and Dyreson on the racial dynamics of press coverage of the 1932 games - while
 some minority press coverage did prove critical, the appealing rhetoric of boosters often
 divided the loyalties of the nations non-white spectators based upon their relationship to
 the locality of Los Angeles.98

 In addition to the region's minority print media, boosters used ethnic attractions like

 Olvera Street to appropriate the efforts of Los Angeles' non-white population. According
 to historian Phoebe Kropp, Olvera Street - the invention of white "society matron" Chris-
 tine Sterling a few years before the games - was a "sophisticated statement of the fantasy
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 From the program for the Hostesses Ball. Courtesy of Olympic Collection, Amateur Athletic
 Foundation Library, Los Angeles, California.

 past," revealing a carefully crafted mélange of "Indian primitivism" and "Spanish romance."
 The street embodied many of the same rhetorical tensions apparent in the pamphlets
 discussed previously, namely that between the historically "exotic" elements of the fantasy
 past and the "celebration" of the security promised by the modern conquest of America. 99
 With these tensions in mind, it is not surprising that Olvera Street also became linked
 directly to Los Angeles' role as an ethnically diverse metropolis uniquely equipped to host
 the games. A photograph in a program for the Hostesses' Ball of the Tenth Olympiad
 offers a welcome to spectators from around the world from Consuelo Castillo De Bonzo.
 De Bonzo owned a well-known Mexican restaurant on Olvera Street and, according to
 Kropp, "employed her resulting stature on the Street to establish an independent agenda
 there . . . using her café as the focus for Mexican organization and culture."100 Kropps
 description of the restaurantrice as a patron of Mexican culture suggests that she wanted to
 reach out to visitors of the games, especially those of Mexican descent. However, the
 target audience of the program- a group of predominantly Anglo hostesses- suggests
 that the Olvera Street advertisement spoke almost exclusively to a white contingent. The
 advertisement, in this context, illustrates perfectly how boosters co-opted Mexican Ameri-
 cans within the project of covering up the citys less than admirable record of urban dis-
 crimination. Even De Bonzo, a community leader and someone who probably witnessed
 violent repatriation efforts that took place on and around Olvera Street, became a symbol
 of the city's cultural appeal and interethnic harmony during the games.

 Hollywood's connection to the 1932 games constituted a part of the events dramatic
 aspect very different from, yet no less important than, the presentation of supposed
 multiculturalismi fostered by the Village and print media. Dyreson astutely notes that the
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 proximity of Hollywood to the host city in 1932 allowed the games to develop as an "ideal
 venue in the west coast capitol of culture production."101 By incorporating the glamour
 and name recognition of the motion picture industry into the production of the games,
 boosters added considerably to the events one-of-a-kind dramatic atmosphere.

 Hollywood s involvement spanned a broad range of activities. Movie mogul Louis
 Mayer participated in booster activities, actors became the personal tour guides and enter-
 tainers for the athletes, and movie cameras shot footage of each days competitions for
 newsreels.102 Malcolm Metcalf, the javelin thrower who found his luggage with Will
 Rogers' help, recalled the invitation he received from the screen star to attend a luncheon
 at the Fox Studio. "The most exciting thing that I remember was sitting across the table
 from Ginger Rogers . . . then, Will invited several of us to go out and watch him play polo
 at the Riviera Country Club. We . . . spent the afternoon watching him perform on
 horseback."103 Metcalf and his fellow athletes thus received lessons from movie personali-
 ties on how to entertain. They actually became spectators, rather than performers, of
 sport, as Will Rogers displayed the importance of supplementing athletic performance
 with lavish entertainment.

 Newspaper coverage amplified the concept of athletes as entertainers.104 A lengthy
 column in the Los Angeles Times dealt specifically with Douglas Fairbanks' predictions for
 the outcome of various events. The article noted that Fairbanks, after meeting with ath-
 letes in the Village, remarked, "What a thrill this is! Meeting all these athletes. Wonderful
 fellows, you wont find better any place."105 The accolades offered by Fairbanks create an

 Seamlessness between actors and

 athletes. Evelyn Hall Adams (cen-
 ter), member of the U.S. women's
 track and field team, poses here
 with Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
 Pickford. Courtesy of Security
 Pacific Photo Collection, Los An-
 geles Public Library.
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 image of the athletes as super-celebrities - entertainers admired by even the most famous
 actors in Hollywood. The Los Angeles Times , independent of Fairbanks, recognized the
 athletes dramatic abilities in an article explaining the ease of transitioning between sports
 and the movies. According to the piece, "if you can swim, bat, dive, box, run, wrestle, golf,
 lift weights or play tennis better than most anyone else in the world, the door is wide open
 to you."106 Pointing to a number of former Olympic athletes - Nat Pendleton, Harvey
 Perry, Johnny Weissmuller, Clarence "Buster" Crabbe and others - who entered the acting
 business, it clarifies Hollywoods interpretation of the games as an audition for the big
 screen.

 Sometimes the depiction of athletes as larger-than-life assumed proportions absurd
 enough that only Hollywoods fantastical setting could contain them, as suggested by a
 picture from the Los Angeles Examiner of Georgia Coleman, a member of the American
 women's diving team. The photo shows Coleman in a swimsuit operating a steam shovel
 while sporting a giant grin. Superimposed above the shovel is an artists rendering of the
 Los Angeles Swimming Stadium, thus placing Coleman in the role of the builder of the
 complex. It suggests that athletes shouldered the responsibility of creating the Olympic
 city. The same paper also ran a photo with a group of seven white male athletes in their
 athletic apparel as they all wield hammers in what was supposed to be their effort to
 construct one of the bungalows for the Olympic Village. The photo is undoubtedly posed
 like the Coleman image, and the significance proves similar. When boosters did choose to
 use athletes within their larger promotional project, they often employed a dramatic style

 Georgia Coleman labors in the name
 of the Los Angeles swimming stadium.
 Courtesy of the University of South-

 ern California, on behalf of the USC
 Specialized Libraries and Archival

 Collections.
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 Olympic athletes hammer away at the
 Village. Courtesy of University of
 Southern California, on behalf of
 the USC Specialized Libraries and Ar-

 chival Collections.

 that did not require a sporting context but rather depended upon an almost mythical
 portrayal of the competitors' role in endowing Los Angeles with an unprecedented Olym-
 pic venue. In this way, organizers and the mainstream press blurred the divide between
 athletes and movie stars and thus tied the 1932 games to aspects of popular culture that
 probably interested many who would have otherwise ignored the games. The fantasy
 present engendered by this linkage - the imagined seamlessness between world-class ath-
 letes and world-class movie stars - helped to popularize the allure and accessibility of the
 games beyond a niche audience.

 The physical and rhetorical juxtaposition of Hollywoods movie industry - a techno-
 logically advanced and evolving field - with the Olympic games helped boosters legiti-
 mate the festival as a "modern cultural event." In Roches words, such an event does its

 best to "represent and display a substantial range and mix of types of cultural phenom-
 ena."107 Not only did a trip to the 1932 games promise visitors the opportunity to watch
 top-flight athletic events but also the chance to rub elbows with media celebrities, explore
 the mission ruins, and travel along scenic expanses of California highway. The Hollywood
 component - perhaps the most regionally specific of the events dramatic aspects - al-
 lowed boosters to simultaneously stress the events local particularity and make it consum-
 able on a global level. Newsreels using technologies and techniques perfected in Holly-
 wood allowed for worldwide viewing of certain events and thus functioned as global
 disseminators of the games. Ultimately, the tension created between the concentration of
 the film industry in Los Angeles and its role as a source of global culture embodied the
 creation of the 1932 games as a distincdy local project capable of captivating an interna-
 tional audience.

 Conclusion

 Carl Diem, secretary of Germany's Committee for Sport and Recreation, was one of
 the most important spectators among the throngs of people attending the 1932 Olympics,
 but he went largely unrecognized during his two-week visit to Los Angeles. Heading up
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 Germany s efforts to organize the 1936 games in Berlin, he copiously studied the planning
 and execution of the games by Los Angeles and amassed an impressive library of note-
 books and photographs. His interaction with organizers and designers in Los Angeles
 provided him with vital input on everything from timing technologies to athletes' dietary
 preferences.108 According to Roche, the success of Diem and other German organizers at
 streamlining the Berlin games s "organization and staging ... far outstripped all previous
 Olympic events, including the preceding Los Angeles Games in 1932 in spite of that
 events Hollywood flamboyance."109

 While Roches statement is not necessarily inaccurate, it gives short shrift to the im-
 portance of 1932 within the overall development of the Olympic movement and reifies
 the tendency of Olympic historiography to minimize the role of the Los Angeles games in
 the movement s maturation into a mega-event. Diem himself recognized the importance
 of Los Angeles as an influence on the 1936 games, noting that his surveillance of the 1932
 Olympics convinced him "that the 1936 Games will have an international appeal which
 will put all other events in the shade." He learned from Los Angeles the fact that a success-
 ful Olympics depended largely upon effective mediation between the host citys particu-
 larity and its universal appeal and offered the assurance that the "1936 Games must be
 both an international and a great German festival."110

 Diem's words remind us that Olympic scholars may benefit from broadening their
 conception of the emergence of the Olympic mega-event by paying closer attention to
 what happened before 1936. While the Berlin games did surpass its predecessor in certain
 respects, the strategies implemented by Los Angeles boosters in planning and staging the
 event provided a streamlined example of how to create a viable and almost universally
 appealing sports mega-event within a distinct locale. Their success emerged not so much
 from their ability to promote Olympic sport but rather from their ability to convincingly
 sell the viability of the host city. Furthermore, this promotion proved more complex and
 far-reaching than the idea for the first Olympic Village. In skillfully weaving Southern
 Californias fantasy past and the economic significance of the event into their promotional
 campaign, the commercial elite of Los Angeles drew record crowds to the Coliseum and
 other venues. While scholars need not look at 1932 as the singular turning point in the
 emergence of the Olympic mega-event, they should devote more attention to Los Angeles
 as a critical marker in the maturation of the modern Olympic movement into a legitimate
 site of commercial and cultural enterprise.

 Even though the narrative of the 1932 games as a site of athletic and cultural produc-
 tion is a story of success, it is also one of failure. Boosters and other Los Angeles' elites
 created a spectacle that effectively obscured the hypocrisy of the city - as well as that of the
 games - with regard to issues of race, commercialism, and historical perspective. These
 obfuscations helped to streamline the Olympic project so that it encountered a minimal
 amount of resistance from local and non-local communities. In this way, the 1932 Olym-
 pics offered a lurid and - as was to be seen four years later in Berlin - dangerous example
 of the power of local propaganda in conjunction with the games. By offering a textbook
 model for popularizing the Olympics, they revealed the irony of the modern Olympic

 experiment and its many internal contradictions.^^
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 "Jeremy White, "The Los Angeles Way of Doing Things: The Olympic Village and the Practice of
 Boosterism in 1932," Olympika 11 (2000): 79-116.

 12On the 1932 games as a site of cultural production, see Dyreson, "Marketing National Identity";
 Welky, "Viking Girls"; White, "The Los Angeles Way"; Barbara Keys, "Spreading Peace, Democracy, and
 Coca-Cola: Sport and American Cultural Expression in the 1930s," Diplomatic History 28 (2004): 165-
 196; Eriko Yamamoto, "Cheers for Japanese Athletes: The 1932 Japanese Olympics and the Japanese
 American Community," Pacific Historical Review 69 (2000): 399-430.

 13Roche suggests that these categories prove to be critical to the functionality of mega-events' ambi-
 guity.

 14Carey McWilliams, Southern California: An Island on the Land (Salt Lake City, Utah: Gibbs Smith,
 1994).

 15Roche refers to the dramatic phase as the "event-core/dramatological zone," the planning phase as
 the "intermediate/contextual zone," and the long-term phase as the "event-horizon." See Roche, Mega-
 Events and Modernity , 11-14.

 16The label "fantasy past," as it relates to Southern California, comes from McWilliams, Southern
 California. He uses it to refer to historical constructions that significantly romanticize, erase, or otherwise
 distort the past. On California and popular memory, see the work of Kevin Starr, Inventing the Dream:
 California Through the Progressive Era (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985) and Endangered Dreams:
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 The Great Depression in California (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996); Clark Davis, "From Oasis
 to Metropolis," Pacific Historical Review 61 (1992): 357-386; Norman Klein, The History of Forgetting:
 Los Angeles and the Erasure of Memory (New York: Verso, 1997); Phoebe Kropp, "All Our Yesterdays: The
 Spanish Fantasy Past and the Politics of Public Memory in Southern California, 1884-1939" (Ph.D.
 diss., University of California at San Diego, 1999); idem, "Citizens of the Past? Olvera Street and the
 Construction of Race and Memory in 1930s Los Angeles," Radical History Review 8 1 (2001): 35-60; and
 Bill Deverell, Whitewashed Adobe: The Rise of Los Angeles and the Remaking of its Mexican Past (Berkeley:
 University of California Press, 2004).

 17William May Garland, "Story of the Origin of the Xth Olympiad Held in Los Angeles, California,
 in 1932, as Written by William May Garland," undated, Olympic Collection, AAFLA.

 18Keys, "Spreading Peace," 169.

 19McWilliams, Southern California , 157.

 20Roche, Mega-Events and Modernity, 126.

 21 "Shell 3-FlagTour," pamphlet, ephemeral material from the Los Angeles 1932 Olympic Games,
 Olympic Collection, AAFLA.

 22 Kropp, "All Our Yesterdays," 32.

 23 Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, pamphlet map showing locations of Olympic events, ephem-
 eral material from the Los Angeles 1932 Olympic Games, Olympic Collection, AAFLA.

 24On conquest and racial diversity in California before the twentieth century, see Douglas Monroy,
 Thrown Among Strangers: The Making of Mexican Culture in Frontier California (Berkeley: University of
 California Press, 1990).

 25See Roche, Mega-Events and Modernity, 1-30. The techno-rational and capitalistic tendencies
 Roche refers to include "predictability and control over time, over the pace and direction of change, in a
 world where social, technological, and ecological changes can often appear out of control'" (pp. 7-8).

 26Kropp, "All Our Yesterdays," xv.

 27Deverell, Whitewashed Adobe, 77.

 28Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, "See All of the Fiesta State," pamphlet, ephemeral material
 from the Los Angeles 1932 Olympic Games, Olympic Collection, AAFLA.

 29Roche, Mega-Events and Modernity, 9.

 ^Unidentified newsprint, scrapbook, 1932 Olympic Games Collection, folder 15, box 1, Special
 Collections, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA).

 31 "Shell 3-FlagTour."

 32It is noteworthy that the rhetorical project evident from this pamphlet coincides remarkably well
 with Roches description of the power of "otherness" in promoting world expositions around the turn of
 the century, specifically with their exhibits of "pre-modern" societies. Roche explains, "[T]he overall
 effect of these human displays, by creating images of otherness' and primitive' and 'savage', and thus, by
 implication and comparison, images of us and who we were as modern,' were probably as inclusionary
 for the host population ... as they were profoundly exclusionary for the people displayed" (Roche, Mega-
 Events and Modernity, 85).

 33Roche, Mega-Events and Modernity, 10.

 34 Pittsburgh Post Gazette , " Pittsburgh Post Gazette Boys' Tour," pamphlet, ephemeral material from
 the Los Angeles 1932 Olympic Games, Olympic Collection, AAFLA. The promotional scheme behind
 this tour, which was promoted by a number of major newspapers throughout the U.S. via the Los
 Angeles Chamber of Commerce, is touched on in the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce Board Meet-
 ing Minutes, 31 September 1931, University of Southern California Western Regional Library, Depart-
 ment of Special Collections, University of Southern California, Los Angeles (USC). The minutes discuss
 the "benefits of the tremendous amount of free publicity and paid advertising which the participating
 newspapers would give to the Olympic Games and other benefits to be derived therefrom."

 35Photo N-002-653, Security Pacific Photo Collection, Los Angeles Public Library, Los Angeles.
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 ^See John Bale, Sports, Spacey and the City (Caldwell, N.J.: The Blackburn Press, 2001).

 37In a letter to William May Garland in the October following the 1932 games, Pierre de Coubertin
 included his thoughts on some of the critical components of the Olympic publicity campaign outside of
 the U.S. Interestingly, he listed four major categories, of which "The Olympic Games" was the last. The
 first three listed are "the work of nature," "the work of men" (Coubertin cites the "Spanish missions" as an
 example here), and "the city." Pierre de Coubertin, to William May Garland, 29 October 1932, Olym-
 pic Collection, AAFLA.

 38Richard Gruneau, "The Critique of Sport in Modernity: Theorising Power, Culture, and the
 Politics of the Body," in The Sports Process: A Comparative and Developmental Approach, eds. Eric G.
 Dunning, Joseph A. Maguire, and Robert E. Pearton (Champaign, 111.: Human Kinetics, 1993), 85-1 10.
 Gruneau generalizes the significance of the linkages drawn between modern and ancient sport. He
 explains, "[D] raping the Olympics in positive symbols from the past proved a convenient way to differ-
 entiate modern socially improving sport from other popular physical recreations. In this version of
 positive classicism the most important signifiers of socially improving sport had to be Greek" (p. 89).

 39Quoted in "Los Angeles - 1932 - The Games are Open," Olympic Review , nos. 66-67 (1973):
 186.

 ^"Xth Olympiad," Time, 8 August 1932, p. 25.

 41McWilliams, Southern California , 98.

 42On the Mediterranean comparison, see Clark Davis, "From Oasis to Metropolis."

 43Quoted in "Los Angeles - 1932 - The Games are Open," 186.

 Boosters' promotion of the event may have been more blatantly manipulative of historical memory
 than creatively deceptive descriptions of the regions "fantasy past." In Olympic: The Official Publication
 of the Organizing Committee of the Games of the Xth Olympiad, , Hollywood movie stars such as Douglas
 Fairbanks and Mary Pickford offer brief quotations expressing their excitement regarding the impending
 Olympic games. Charlie Chaplin's offering reads: "I am gratified to join with all my confreres in the
 motion picture industry and the people of Southern California in welcoming the athletes of the world to
 the [Games of the] first Olympiad in history in the United States of America" Chaplin knew much more
 about acting than he did about modern Olympic history. The United States hosted the Olympic games
 prior to 1932 - at St. Louis in 1904. See "Cinema Stars Will Welcome Olympic Participants," Olympic:
 Official Publication of the Organizing Committee of the Games of the Xth Olympiad , October 1931, Olym-
 pic Collection, AAFLA [emphasis added]. This publication was the official, printed promotional arm of
 the Organizing Committee by such prominent Angelino members as William May Garland and Zack
 Farmer. Issues were printed and distributed biannually, from May of 1930 to May of 1932 (five issues

 total). i
 Chaplin's error proved far from isolated - the description of the 1932 games as the first Olympic

 competition held in the U.S. occurs repeatedly in the promotional literature. The aforementioned Chamber
 of Commerce pamphlet map (see endnote 23) states, "[Tļhe Los Angeles Games will mark the first time
 that this great international sports event has ever been held in the United States." The 3-Flag Tour
 brochure (see endnote 21) asserts, " [I] f these pages help to keep fresh the memory of the first Olympic
 Games to be held on New World soil . . . they will have fulfilled their service." The same assertion
 appears in numerous other pamphlets, programs, and official publications. If intentional, this refusal to
 acknowledge the games of the St. Louis Olympiad may correspond to boosters' belief that, in order for
 the event to become a success, they had to portray it as a legitimate and unprecedented "turning point" in
 the history of the Olympics. Roche explains that this sort of attitude often emerges from mega-event
 planners, as they "often like to present themselves as makers of history', or at least makers of historic/
 memorable events.'" Roche, Mega-Events and Modernityy 230.

 The boosters wanted to set their project apart, and by associating the Xth Olympiad with the 1904
 games - or any of the previous games for that matter - they would have implicated their own project in
 a less than illustrious history. Divorcing the Los Angeles games from the legacy of St. Louis amplified the
 regional specificity of the event - implying that Southern California superseded American cities in the
 East and Midwest.
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 The argument that boosters intentionally erased the legacy of St. Louis is speculative and impossible
 to confirm with the sources cited herein. It seems plausible that those in charge of printing the litera-
 ture - especially if not connected officially to the Organizing Committee as in the case of the commercial
 pamphlets - were ignorant of 1904. However, with regard to publications tied directly to the Organiz-
 ing Committee such as Olympic , it would surprise this author to find that those in charge had no knowl-
 edge of the St. Louis games. Members of the committee, especially Garland, had extensive contact with
 Pierre de Coubertin and the International Olympic Committee in the years leading up to the Los Ange-
 les games. While they were probably not personally editing Olympic , it also seems plausible that those
 charged with that task were aware of 1904. Another possibility is that the reputation of the 1904 games
 as a distortion of the proper Olympic format led Los Angeles organizers to disregard it altogether. On the
 failure of the St. Louis games to meet the standards of Coubertin and the International Olympic Com-
 mittee, see Mark Dyreson, Making the American Team: Sport Culture, and the Olympic Experience (Ur-
 bana: University of Illinois Press, 1998); Findling and Pelle, eds., Historical Dictionary of the Modern
 Olympic Games , s.v. "St. Louis 1904," by C. Robert Barnett. One might suggest that the 1904 games did
 not constitute a "genuine" Olympic event because they occurred in conjunction with the World s Fair in
 St. Louis. However, none of the archival material cited herein suggests that organizers made this general
 distinction.

 ^On the games as a tourist attraction, see White, "The Los Angeles Way"; Keys, "Spreading Peace."

 45The transparency of this connection is also evident from the overlap between the Los Angeles'
 business elite and the membership of the Organizing Committee. Members included the aforemen-
 tioned Garland (an established real estate mogul), Harry Bauer (president of Southern California Edison),
 William Humphrey (president of the Associated Oil Company), Paul Shoup (president of the Southern
 Pacific Railroad Company), and a long list of other publishers, professionals, and industrialists. For a full
 list and specific details on members of the Organizing Committee, see Xth Olympiad Committee, "In
 the Matter of the Funds Realized from the Olympic Games Held in California in 1932," submitted by
 the Xth Olympiade Committee of the Games of Los Angeles to the United States Treasury Department
 and the Bureau of Internal Revenue, 1935, Olympic Collection, AAFLA. See also Steve Riess, "Power
 without Authority: Los Angeles' Elites and the Construction of the Coliseum," Journal of Sports History 8
 (1981): 50-65; and White, "The Los Angeles Way."

 ^Xth Olympiade Committee, The Games of the Xth Olympiad Los Angeles 1932-Official Report, pp.
 30, 180, 225, Olympic Collection, AAFLA.

 47Harry Harper quoted in Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce Bulletin, 21 March 1932, Regional
 History Collection, USC. Papers from the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce at USC's Regional
 History Collection are replete with comments from its members regarding the Olympics as a commercial
 boon.

 48"01ympiad Seen as Aid to State," Los Angeles Times , 17 September 1924, sec. A, p. 1.

 49See Dyreson, "Marketing National Identity," 26. Eriko Yamamoto s work on the 1932 Olympics
 reveals that minority press outlets - specifically Japanese-American ones - also portrayed the upcoming
 games as a probable source of economic resuscitation for their respective communities. See Yamamoto,
 "Cheers for Japanese Athletes," 426.

 50Roche, Mega-Events and Modernity, 225.

 51 "Olympic Games as a Depression-Buster," Literary Digest, 18 June 1932, pp. 28-30.

 52Garland quoted in Olympic News , October-November 1930, issued by the American Olympic
 Association, Olympic Collection, AAFLA. The American Olympic Association was the precursor to the
 United States Olympic Committee (USOC). The aforementioned Harry Harper (see endnote 47) also
 described supporting the event as a "civic duty" for the citizens of Los Angeles.

 53 Olympic : Official Publication of the Organizing Committee of the Games of the Xth Olympiad , May
 1930, Olympic Collection, AAFLA. See endnote 43 for a discussion of this publication.

 54 White provides an excellent discussion of the translation of local appeal into national appeal
 within the larger booster project. See White, "The Los Angeles Way."

 55Mandell, Nazi Olympics , xxv. Mandeli explains, "[T]he world drew lessons from the Berlin Olym-
 pics. The effectiveness of the festive arrangements proved to many skeptics who had been incredulous in
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 1 933 that the group of wild men in charge of Germany was administratively capable and would stay that
 »

 way.

 %Jean Bosquet, "Olympiad Focuses Eyes of World on Southland; Magnitude of International Event,
 and Its Significance, So Great as to Baffle Description," Los Angeles Times, 24 July 1932, sec. A, p. 1.

 57Malcolm Metcalf, interview by George Hodak, February 1988, An Olympians Oral History Col-
 lection, AAFLA.

 58White, "The Los Angeles Way," 79.
 59Ibid, 91.

 60The Official Report's description of the administration building is worth noting here: "Arts charac-
 teristic of the American Southwest struck the prevailing note in the furnishings of this spacious room. It
 was colorful with Navajo Indian rugs, and the Mission furniture, while modern in origin, was based on
 Spanish-Colonial models used by the Franciscan fathers and other early California pioneers." See Xth
 Olympiade Committee, Official Reporty 28 1 .

 61On the cowboys, see White, "The Los Angeles Way," 96.

 62Security Pacific Photo Collection.

 63Xth Olympiade Committee, Official Report , 235.

 ^Mel Wharton, "Olympic Village: The Answer to an Athletes Prayer," Hygeia , August 1932, p.
 722.

 65Charles H. McCallister, interview by George Hodak, February, 1988, transcript, An Olympians
 Oral History Collection, AAFLA.

 ^Mike Davis, City of Quartz: Excavating the Future in Los Angeles (New York: Vintage, 1990), 161.

 67White, "The Los Angeles Way," 81.

 ^Irving Eckhoff, "Laborers and Lords Collide," Los Angeles Times , 14 August 1932, sec. E, p.3.

 69"Many Los Angeles People are of Foreign Birth of Descent: All Are Looking Forward to Greeting
 Fellow Countrymen," Olympic: Official Publication of the Organizing Committee of the Games of the Xth
 Olympiády May 1930, Olympic Collection, AAFLA

 70"California History Interests Visitors," Olympic: Official Publication of the Organizing Committee
 of the Games of the Xth Olympiad ' September 1930, Olympic Collection, AAFLA

 71 The Games of the Xth Olympiad Los Angeles 1 932-0 fficial Report, 236. The same lack of confidence

 might be inferred from the promotional pamphlet distributed by Union Pacific Railroad Company,
 which claimed that "Los Angeles will undoubtedly be one of the most cosmopolitan cities in the world
 during the two weeks while the Olympic Games are in progress." The wording of this claim could
 suggest that the multiethnic makeup of Southern California was being celebrated, but only temporarily.
 That is, the games provided temporary relief to an otherwise racist metropolis. See "Go Union Pacific to
 Los Angeles," pamphlet, ephemeral material from the Los Angeles 1932 Olympic Games, Olympic
 Collection, AAFLA.

 72"Cinema Stars Will Welcome Fellow Countrymen," Olympic , October 1931, found in Olympic
 Collection, AAFLA.

 73On ethnic and racial diversity in Los Angeles in the twentieth century, see Davis, City of Quartz r,
 and Klein, The History of Forgetting.

 74"Japanese Laud Welcome Here," Los Angeles Times , 12 June 1932, sec. A, p. 1.

 75The exact number of participants is not consistently reported by primary and secondary sources.
 This is what the Los Angeles Times reported. The participants were later sentenced to six months in prison
 for their actions. See "STUNT FOR MOONEY JEERED: Finale of Olympiad Marked by Demonstra-
 tion; Crowd Cheers Arrest of Participants," Los Angeles Times , 15 August 1932, sec. A, p. 1.

 76"National Counter-Olympic Committee, Boycott The Olympics! Forward to The International
 Workers Athletic Meet, July 29, 30, 31 and August 1, Chicago, Illinois," [1932], flyer, Olympic Collec-
 tion, AAFLA.

 ^Ibid.
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 78William J. Baker, "Muscular Marxism and the Chicago Counter-Olympics of 1932," Interna-
 tional Journal of the History of Sport 9 (1992): 397-410.

 79 Roche, Mega-Events and Modernity, 102.

 80"Well, Lets Hope For the Best," The Christian Century , 3 August 1932, p. 949.

 81 "STUNT FOR MOONEY JEERED."
 82"Japanese Laud Welcome Here."

 83Ralph Huston, "Win or Lose, They're for Doug Fairbanks," Los Angeles Times , 30 July 1932, p. 1 1 .

 ^Dyreson, "Marketing National Identity," 37. Dyreson found the reference to the Japan Times
 editorial in Hugh Byas, "Japans Athletes Tell Impressions," New York Times, 9 October 1932, sec. E, p. 7.

 85Roku Sugahara, "Nipping the Nipponese, Look What You Done to Me," Raju Shimpo , 26 July
 1932, p. 2. The articles cited herein from Rafu Shimpo all come from the English language section of the
 paper.

 ^"Impressions: Sportsman," Raju Shimpo , 21 August 1932, p. [illegible].

 87Eriko Yamamoto, "Cheers for Japanese Athletes," 403.

 88"Impressions: Sportsman." Eddie Tolan was an African-American sprinter from the University of
 Michigan who won gold in both the 100- and 200-meter dashes at the 1932 games. Shoichiro Takenaka
 was a Japanese competitor in the 5000-meter race, in which the Finn Lauri Lehtinen committed a
 technical foul against Ralph Hill of England. In a controversial decision, the race judges refused to
 disqualify Lehtinen. See Guttmann, The Olympics, 50-51.

 89See Roche, Mega-Events and Modernity, 72. In the context of Roches analysis, the effort by minor-
 ity groups to embrace the games on a rhetorical basis must be viewed as fundamentally ironic. Speaking
 of the dynamic of cultural inclusion surrounding the Olympics that took place prior to World War II,
 Roche explains that "as movements in popular culture," they "were profoundly and ideologically exclu-
 sionary" with respect to race, class, and gender.

 ^Yamamoto, "Cheers for Japanese Athletes," 403.

 91Welky, "Viking Girls," 37.
 92Ibid, 38.

 93"Metcalfe Goes Hunting for a Records," Chicago Defender , 30 July 1932, cover page of sports
 section.

 ^Dyreson, "Marketing National Identity," 40.

 95"Tidye Pickett and Louise Stokes Were on First U.S. Track Team," California Eagle , 19 August
 1932, p. 1; "White Press Raves When Colored Girls are Barred From Olympic Relays," California Eagle ,
 19 August 1932, p. 1; "The Close of the Olympics and a Hint of Prejudice," California Eagle , 12 August
 1932, editorial section. This episode involved the last minute replacement of two black athletes, Tidye
 Pickett and Louise Stokes, by two white athletes on one of the female relay teams. Rumors circulated
 among the black press that female superstar Babe Didrikson had lobbied for their replacement.

 %"The Close of the Olympics and a Hint of Prejudice," California Eagle , 12 August 1932.

 97" White Stars Stick with Muse," California Eagle , 5 August 1932, p. 1.

 98 La Opinion , the major Spanish-language newspaper in Los Angeles in 1932, covered the games
 extensively and offers valuable insight into the Latin-American community's reaction to the event. How-
 ever, this author did not encounter and is not aware of any other Spanish-language media source in the
 U.S. that offered comparable coverage. As this articles discussion of minority press coverage revolves
 around a comparison of local and non-local newspapers, an analysis of the articles from La Opinion is
 beyond the immediate scope of this paper. For those interested in potential areas of further research, La
 Opinions various discussions of the disadvantages faced by Mexican athletes by virtue of their home
 country's struggle to keep up with the modernization of nations such as the United States and Japan
 would certainly provide key insight into inquiries surrounding the relationship between notions of ethnicity
 and modernity at the games. Issues of La Opinion from 1932 are available at the Young Research Library,
 UCLA.
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 "Kropp, "All Our Yesterdays," 429.
 100Ibid, 531-532.

 101Dyreson, "Marketing National Identity," 23.
 102Ibid, 24.

 103Metcalf interview.

 104K eys, "Spreading Peace," 171.

 105Ralph Buston, "Win or Lose, They're for Doug Fairbanks," Los Angeles Times , 30 July 1932, p. 1 1 .
 Fairbanks and Pickford were familiar with the Olympic games prior to 1932. At the 1924 games in Paris,
 they had attended in support of the American sprinter Charles Paddock, who took silver in the 200-
 meter dash. See Mark Dyreson, "Scripting the American Olympic Story-Telling Formula: The 1924
 Paris Olympic Games and the American Media," Olympika: The International Journal of Olympic Studies
 5 (1996): 45-80.

 106Erskine Johnson and Victor Sidler, "The Quickest Way Into the Movies," Los Angeles Times , 2
 October 1932, p. 51.

 107Roche, Mega-Events and Modernity, 9.

 108Mandell, Nazi Olympics , 44.

 109Roche, Mega-Events and Modernity, 113.

 110Carl Diem, "Olympic Days of Wandering, Teaching, and Learning," in The Olympic Idea: Dis-
 courses and Essays, ed. Carl-Diem Institut (Stuttgart: Hofmann, 1970), 62-63.
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